
Escape room outline 

Purpose 

Evaluate how much of the legal research training sessions is remembered after six weeks and can 
be applied to efficiently solve a series of clues under time pressure. 

 

Introductory video setting the scene and outlining the quest. Each answer is one word/ one 
number which is the password to open the next PowerPoint in our online document management 
system. Each PowerPoint automatically starts a video containing the next problem to solve. 

 

Clue 1 A simple one to find a specific name in the reviews section of the Discovery database. This 
holds all our resources with links to online ones. Using filters for location and media saves time. 

 

Clue 2 The page number of an official law report where a famous Lord Denning quote appears 
about bluebells. Which database has the official law reports, using “ “ for exact match and 
advanced search for the name of the judge. 

 

Clue 3 A name from a Tax Bulletin Where specialist resources are and how to search 

 

Clue 4 Deducting a lowest amount of quantum awarded in a specific year for food poisoning from 
the highest amount awarded in that year. Best database for personal injury quantum reports. 
Difference between results for “food poisoning” and the Kemp classification Poisoning food 
Filtering by date and PSLA calculator. 

 

Clue 5 Number of a precedent defence to an allegation of infringing a registered trademark Using 
precedents. Searching in relevant fields e.g. defence in the title field and truncating words with !  

 

Clue 6 Name of the first care home to be found guilty of corporate manslaughter Awareness of 
specialist resources for corporate crime and “ “ for exact matches 

 

Clue 7 (the only one where Google is allowed) Name of Roger Mortimer’s infamous royal lover and 
the name of the medieval siege engine King Stephen strapped William Marshal to as a small child 
and threatened to catapult him into the castle walls when William’s father replied “I still have the 
hammer and anvil with which to forge still more and better sons”. Non legal research use of Google 
Advanced for exact match of quote. Trebuchet is mentioned in the training as the firm’s font.  

 

 


